
Have  the  Elites  Lost  Their
Mandate?
In ancient Greek tragedy, the hero rises to fame only to be
undone by hubris, the fatal flaw of overweening arrogance. But
to understand the events that continue to unfold around the
2016 presidential election, it’s helpful to look farther east.

A generation before Sophocles chronicled the rise and fall of
Oedipus, Confucius looked at a fractured Chinese world and
argued that, above all, China needed social cohesion. Such
cohesion could only come, he said, from protecting the “Five
Relationships,”  including  that  of  ruler  and  subject.  The
subject must obey, for those who ruled had the “Mandate of
Heaven” behind them. To defy the ruler would be to erode
society.

In turn, the ruler must ensure the basic well-being of those
he  ruled,  lest  he  lose  the  Mandate  of  Heaven.  When  that
happens, order unravels.

And thus was born the powerful administrative elite in China,
the shi. Refined in behavior and dress, the shi made Chinese
empires possible. In theory, anyone could join this class by
passing formal examinations. In practice, few who were not
born  into  the  class  could  acquire  the  necessary
education,  accent,  and  polished  manner.

Fast forward to the mid-20th century and Vannevar Bush.

Head of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, former dean of
engineering at MIT, and himself a prolific inventor, Bush
looked around at the Depression-weary United States and saw
the Nazi and fascist threat. He argued that the United States
badly needed a coherent effort to fight them. Soon he was
appointed  head  of  the  newly  created  Office  of  Scientific
Research and Development, answering only to President Franklin
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D. Roosevelt himself.

Once installed, Bush launched multiple technology efforts to
give the United States an advantage against the sophisticated
German Wehrmacht and its industrial base. The results of his
lab’s  efforts  included  radar,  improved  airplanes,  and
the  Manhattan  Project.  When  the  war  ended  he  pushed  to
continue  extensive  federal  funding  for  research  and
development, including a new National Science Foundation.

While Bush was engineering an ever-growing post-World War II
R&D  funding  apparatus,  the  uppermost  elite  of  American
society—our senior mandarins—were not idle. They built the
international  institutions  that  reshaped  economic  and
geopolitical  relationships.  Bretton  Woods  and  the
International Monetary Fund. NATO. A vastly expanded United
Nations, with a mission and bureaucracy to support it.

And  thus  a  new  American  administrative  elite,  our  very
own shi, was born. It quickly sank roots deep into our public
life.  Vastly  expanded  government  bureaucracies  intertwined
with  universities  and  federal  contractors,  fueled  by
federal  tax  dollars.

At the very top, the grandchildren of the robber barons, the
nth  generation  military  leaders,  and  other  senior  elites
continued to wield influence after the end of World War II
and the rebuilding of Europe. Many served honorably in various
public and military positions.

Then hubris struck, as hubris is wont to do.

Our  elites  believe  they  can  engineer  complex  systems  and
institutions from the top, and thereby control national and
global conditions. The uppermost elite congregates at Council
on Foreign Relations events and the World Economic Forum in
Davos. The shi, aided by their federal contractors and the
universities, assume they can fix problems of all kinds.
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But our tech-based systems have outgrown such deterministic
control. They have become what are technically called “complex
adaptive  networks,”  systems  of  interdependence  and
interconnection so large and varied that they often respond to
events in surprising ways even as we rely on them more and
more.

Young  people  use  AI  facial  recognition  to  log  into  their
phones  and  buy  things  from  online  sites.  Behind  those
purchases are deep networks: not only the cell phone system
and  the  internet,  but  also  a  flow  of  raw  materials  to
manufacturers and goods third-party warehouses, packaged by
robots  at  Amazon  or  hand  packed  by  artisans  in  another
country, and delivered via a transportation system that would
awe  Vannevar  Bush.  Meanwhile  funds  flow  across  national
boundaries and between banks, instantaneously and invisibly,
in payment.

By  far  the  deepest  disruptions  affecting  us  today  are
information tech-based. If central bankers increasingly find
it  difficult  to  control  currency  valuations  and  manage
economic conditions, those whose power was based on their
control of information and its flow to the public are facing
even greater problems. Media that made the fatal choice of
intentional  bias.  Universities,  once  the  bastion  of  free
inquiry, whose fervid attempts to control speech and thought
rival anything George Orwell could have imagined.

Hardest hit are the most senior elites. The unravelling of
their postwar structures and their failure to serve average
citizens  are  increasingly  evident.  So  too—fatally—is  their
deep identification with their peers transnationally.

Our elites have lost the Mandate of Heaven. Their hubris has
dissolved the social compact they relied on, even as deeply
disruptive new tech is emerging. AI-constructed videos that
cannot be distinguished from live recordings. Future quantum
computers  able  to  decrypt  all  of  the  information  in  our



existing systems. What social trust remains will be tested,
perhaps to the breaking point.

When the emperor and his court lose the Mandate of Heaven, the
remaining order unravels. And this time tech may accelerate
the collapse.

—

This  article  has  been  republished  with  the  permission  of
American Greatness.
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